
SEP dry fish entrepreneur, Shahidullah got environment 
and safe dry fish production related trainings in the 
previous month, and through these trainings he inspired 
to set up a fish drier in his cluster for drying fishes under 
sun and protecting them from harmful insects and dirt. 
COAST SEP dry fish project hosted a discussion meeting 
to facilitate the beneficiaries and the community people 
of Nazirartek for using the cold storage system on 17th 
November, 2021.  

This meeting was called at the invitation of the Project 
Focal, Barequl Islam Chowdhury. He appreciated the 
good thinking of Shahidullah’s to change the tradition of 
dry fish production. Project Focal, along with Project 
Manager, Environment Officer, Technical Officer and 
Marketing Officer of SEP team explained the benefits to 
have a cold storage in this area. They convinced the 
locality to get it with a very limited interest. Hope we see 
the outcome of this meeting within a short time.   
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Promotion  of  Dryfish  Processing  Industry  through  Innovation  and  Technological  

Intervention 

Project in brief: - 
COAST  Foundation  is  implementing  a  multi-dimensional  project  entitled  Promotion  of  Dry  Fish  

Processing  Industry  through  Innovation  and  Technological  Intervention  in  Cox’s  Bazar  district  under  the  

SEP Project.  The duration  of  this  project  is  from 7th  June,  2021 to  7th  May,  2023.   During  the  project, 

the  beneficiaries of dry  fish  will  be  benefitted  through  their  implementation  by  knowing  the  facts  and  

formulas  of  safe dryfish production.  This  project  will   strengthen self-resilience  of   the dry  fish  worker  

and  ensure  protective environment  of  organic  dry  fish  marketeer.  

Community Meeting at Nazirartek for 

establishing Cold  Storage  System   

Community Meeting at Nazirartek 
PC: Tusi Banik         17th Nov 2021 



Nazirartek of Cox’s Bazar is privileged for the production 
of Dry fish because there has the largest sea beach of the 
world. People frequently visited here for recreation; also, 
they visit at Nazirartek. SANGRAM of Patuakhali worked 
with SEP dry fish production; that’s why, they came to 
visit Nazirartek with full team to observe the utilities and 
modern technologies for safe dry fish production.  

They remarked notes and looked on green technology 
(macha), fish drier, and talked with the dry fish 
beneficiaries. They overwhelmed to see the procession 
of fish collection. Overall, they got the inspirit from it and 
welcomed COAST to take an exchange visit in their 
organization.  

Every year on 21st November, “World Fisheries Day” is 
celebrated with various events and arrangements all 
over the world. The community and the people 
associated with fish celebrate this day through various 
rallies, meetings, seminars, exhibitions, and different 
ceremonial events.  

The main reason for celebrating the World Fisheries Day 
is to bring out the huge fish population of the country to 
all. COAST SEP dry fish project observed this day in their 
Environment Club with full enthusiasm through rally and 
seminar. The team of SANGRAM also present on this day 
and highly appreciated their doings. They remarked that 
such kind of initiative of SEP’s will rapidly change the dry 
fish community and bring out the fruitful outcome as 
soon as possible.  

Exchange visit of SANGRAM at 

Nazirartek  

Exchange visit of SANGRAM at Nazirartek  

PC: Tusi Banik         19th Nov 2021 

Environment Club of COAST SEP 

has observed World Fisheries Day 

COAST observed “World Fisheries Day”  

PC: Tusi Banik         21st Nov 2021 

For more information: - 


